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Projection (Landmark MDS) 
problem: all dimensionality reduction techniques inevitably 
cause “projection errors”: 

dissimilar 
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Filtering Modes 
display a selection of album covers for orientation 

none (collapse all) covers in focus 

sparse sample all (expand all) 

Focus-Adaptive Visualization Adaptable Similarity 

Evaluation (eye-tracker user study) 
retrieval task: finding photos for given topics 

  photos unknown to users (no bias) 
  similarity and relevance quickly assessable 

4 collections (each 350 images and 5 topics) 
1     (training) 
2 / 3  pan & zoom 
3 / 2  fisheye 
4     combined 

30 participants 
  40% female 
  19-32y old 
  30-60’ each 

N=914 

N=30 

usefulness: percentage of annotated images by focus region 

Music Similarity Facets 
defined by facet-specific distance 
measures on a feature subspaces 
  weighted aggregation into a 

track distance 

Similarity Aggregation 
users specify facet importance (weights) 
and aggregation function at runtime 

Abstract  
Sometimes users of a music retrieval system 
are not able to explicitly state what they are 
looking for. They rather want to browse a 
collection in order to get an overview and to 
discover interesting content. A common 
approach for browsing a collection relies on a 

similarity-preserving projection of tracks onto 
the 2D display space. Inevitably, this implicates 
the use of dimension reduction techniques that 
cannot always preserve neighborhood and thus 
introduce distortions of the similarity space.  
MusicGalaxy is an interactive user-interface 
based on an adaptive non-linear multi-focus 

zoom lens that alleviates the impact of 
projection distortions. Furthermore, the inter-
face allows manipulation of the neighborhoods 
as well as the projection by weighting different 
facets of music similarity. This way the 
visualization can be adapted to the user's way 
of exploring the collection. 

Distortion (Adaptive SpringLens) 
primary fisheye lens 
 enlarge region of interest 
  focus & context 

secondary fisheye lenses: 
  focus on nearest neighbors  
 neighbors come closer 
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①  overview (mini map) 
②  player control panel 
③  distortion mesh (can be hidden) 
④  primary focus (user-controlled) 
⑤  secondary focus (data-driven) 

Galaxy Visualization Metaphor 
each track is a star 
brightness = importance (last.fm listening frequency) 
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Table 2: Percentage of marked images (N = 914)
categorized by focus region and topic of the image
in primary focus at the time of marking.
focus region primary ext. primary secondary none

same topic 37.75 4.27 30.74 4.38
other topic 4.49 13.24 2.08
no focus 3.06

total 37.75 8.75 43.98 9.52

by a participant, the location of the image at the time of
marking was determined. There are four possible regions:
primary focus (only the central image), extended primary
focus (region covered by primary lens except primary focus
image), secondary focus and the remaining region. Further,
there are up to three cases for each region with respect to
the (user-annotated or ground truth) topic of the image in
primary focus. Table 2 shows the frequencies of the result-
ing eight possible cases. (Some combinations are impossi-
ble. E.g., the existence of a secondary focus implies some
image in primary focus.) The most interesting number is
the one referring to images in secondary focus that belong
to the same topic as the primary because this is what the
secondary focus is supposed to bring up. It comes close to
the percentage of the primary focus that – not surprisingly
– is the highest. Ignoring the topic, (extended) primary and
secondary almost contribute equally and only less than 10%
of the marked images were not in focus – i.e. discovered only
through P&Z.

2.3.3 Emerging Search Strategies
For this part we again analyze only interaction with the

combined interface. A small group of participants exces-
sively used P&Z. They increased the initial thumbnail size in
order to perceive the depicted contents and chose to display
all images as thumbnails. To reduce the overlap of thumb-
nails, they operated on a deeper zoom level and therefore
had to pan a lot. The gaze data shows a tendency for sys-
tematic sequential scans which were however difficult due
to the scattered and irregular arrangement of the thumb-
nails. Further, some participants occasionally marked im-
ages not in focus because of being attracted by dominant
colors (e.g. for the aquarium topic). Another typical strat-
egy was to quickly scan through the collection by moving
the primary focus – typically with small thumbnail size and
at a zoom level that showed most of the collection but the
outer regions. In this case the attention was mostly at the
(extended) primary focus region with the gaze scanning in
which direction to explore further and little to moderate
attention at the secondary focus. Occasionally, participants
would freeze the focus or slow down for some time to scan the
whole display. In contrast to this rather continuous change
of the primary focus, there was a group of participants that
browsed the collection mostly by moving (in a single click)
the primary focus to some secondary focus region – much
like navigating an invisible neighborhood graph. Here, the
attention was concentrated onto the secondary focus regions.

2.3.4 User Feedback
Many participants had problems with an overcrowded pri-

mary fish-eye in dense regions. This can be alleviated by
temporarily zooming into the region which lets the images

drift further apart. However, there are possibilities that re-
quire less interaction such as automatically spreading the
thumbnails in focus with force-based layout techniques. Work-
ing on deeper zoom levels where only a small part of the col-
lection is visible, the secondary focus was mostly useless as
it was usually out of view. To better integrate P&Z and SL,
off-screen visualization techniques should be used to facili-
tate awareness of and quick navigation to secondary focus
regions out of view. Further, the increasing ”empty space”at
deep zoom levels should be avoided – e.g. by automatically
increasing the thumbnail size as soon as all thumbnails can
be displayed without overlap. An optional re-arrangement
of the images in view into a grid layout would ease sequen-
tial scanning. Another help would be to visualize which
regions have already been explored similar to the (option-
ally time-restricted) ”fog of war” used in strategy computer
games. Some participants would welcome advanced filtering
options such as a prominent color filter. An undo function
or reverse playback of focus movement would be desirable
and can easily be implemented by maintaining a list of the
last images in primary focus. Finally, some participants re-
marked that it would be nice to generate the secondary focus
for a set of images (belonging to the same topic). In fact, it
could be even possible to adapt the similarity metric used
for the nearest neighbor queries automatically to the task
of finding more images of the same to topic. This opens an
interesting research direction for future work.

3. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we evaluated a novel interface for browsing
multimedia collections in a user study. The results show
that the interface is helpful while at the same time being
easy and intuitive to use. Based on user feedback, several
directions for further development have been identified.
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usability: comparison with traditional panning & zooming 

Pre-processing (Offline) 

 data structures for fast display updates 
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